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Midweek The numbina effect
March 5, 1974 of the numbers game
p.5
Maine
Campus
ci No
A ll that's left of the
1973-74 basketball season
is empty Coke cups.
scattered bits of popcorn
and a disasterous 2-10
Yankee Conference record.
The once intimidating
UMO cagers were the
bombees rather than the
bombers this season, at
least in conference com-
petition. The gallant young
Bears did salvage the State
Series, however, so all was
not lost. 'What we are left
with is The Pit and the
Promise. See p. 11
•
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Neville's drive for contributions creates debate
Hutchinson chairs
Official Family phase
of funds campaign
Frederick E. Hutchinson. dean of the
College of Life Sciences and Agriculture.
•as jppointcd chairman of the "Official
Famil;Ohase of the $3.5 million fund drive
to build a performing arts center and sports
arena on campus.
In making the announcement. President
How ard K Nc% ilk said. "The overall
campaign is being conducted in three
phases. Official Family. Eastern Maine
and Alumni. The ket to our suck ess %till be
to :laic% c an excellent result from those on
or closely tied to the campus. To give u%
the best chance for success in this crucial
Fred lisichhees•
area. •e hate asked Dr. Hutchinson to
%cry e as Official Family chairman.
"Besides being a graduate of the
uni% ersitv. he is well-known and respekted
throughout the campus community . We
are very pleased he has accepted this
position and feel certain the Official
Famil%N ill establish an outstanding let el
of support for this program.-
Accepting the chairnianship Hutchinson
said. " I his campaign is the largest and
most comprehensiye in the history of the
Uni% ersity of Maine. lo be successful kve
%till need the generous support of everyone
with an interest in the Orono campus. The
official family must set the place to sho•
we need and •a,ut these facilities. Because
1 know the needs and opportunities
that exist to fill them. I am looking forward
to enthusiastic support from the campus
community."
Blazer Clad "Student Safety
Officer-, James Finkle per-
forming one of his duties in the
staff parking lot behind the
Fro* Si. Look Howard Ne.Ille ken klkn
Graduate students retain
Estabrooke Hall residence
ti ad u.t St Intents at I.' MO %ill not Flak • Proposed positions and sponsors are:
to seal eh for new quarters next semester as Intramural Program. Graduate School
a result of action taken Friday by the and Departments:
Uni% ersity Housing Committee. Cultural Program. Graduate School and
Dr. Da v id Trafford moked that the tkko Departments:
sentences in the Unit ersitt Housing Sot al Program. Residential Life:
Sub-Committee proposal dealing with the Exit Piogram. Placement Office:
change of status for Estabrooke Hall he Ttko Clerk Typists: Graduate School
deleted. His motion effectit ely stopped the and Departments.
action that NOUld hate converted
Estabrooke Hall into an undergraduate
dormitory at the expense of the graduate
students novk lik ing there.
Trafford .% action at Housing Committee
meeting may hate opened the door to the
expansion of graduate activities on campus
and to the et entual creation of a Graduate
Center to be housed in Estabrooke HAIL
The Residential Life Staff in Estabrooke
and the House Council have submitted a
proposal to ('MO President Hokkard
%tIle and department halt-Men ii hopes
if gaillIng support for a gradual.- student
organization.
[he staff at Estabrooku has begun small
programs amik d at the needs of graduate
students. but due to lack of funds and time
a full program is not possible. With
support from the President's Office and
department chairman. Morrison hopes to
expand Estabrooke programs to the point
of a full Graduate Center.
The key to the ekentital %neves% of the
proposed Graduate Center is financial
stability. Within the Estabrooke Graduate
( enter Proposal are two means of
generating the needed monies.
Each graduate department would be
expected to pro% ide $42 to fund the
creation of six work-study positions
necessary for the administration of the
program.
Memorial Union, Monday. The
student safety officers program
was created in an attempt to get
students to communicate with the
police. litot.%eist Pholg,
The other method of funding the
program %timid he the establishment of a
graduate student at ti% ity fee of $5.
Graduate students are not assessed any
actiyity fee at this time. The proposal
dt signates that this money %fluid be used
to establish and finance the Graduate
Student Office.
The exact method of hokk to go about
collecting the acti% its fee. xx ho it would be
paid to. and who vokuld administer the
hinds, has not been i learl% defined. E.en
till% WU:en:WM si s
Estabrooke %ere very reeepti% e I.
actikity tee.
Ihe graduate depattniunts were also in
agreement with the funding priposal.
Morrison has revel% ed Itt letters in full
support of the graduate organi/ation. 13 of
these pledging oteruhelming financial
support for the programs.
Morrison is now waiting for reactions
from other graduate departments and from
l•MO President Hotkard Neville. When
their reactions are received. they will be
e% aulated and implementation of the
proposed graduate organization will begin.
in
the
University emplo‘e
conflict on existence
of strongarm tactics
1), Lisa Haborsen
"I think •e're being childish when k.k.
talk of pressure. Whether you git e or not
has no bearing on the future. All he's
asking for is honest support.•• explained
Arts A: Sciences Dean Kenneth Allen after
listening to a speech by President Hosvard
R. Neville urging faculty members to
contribute to the capital fund-raising drike.
!tick ilk called together eighty of the "top''
senior faculty members and administrators
to inform them of plans and progress for
the drive to raise monies for a fine arts
center and sports arena.
Professor Brooks Hamilton. w ho also
attended the meeting. disagreed. ''l's t.
been here long enough now that it I feel
pressures I just ignore them. But I felt
there Was a definite undercurrent of
pressure at that meeting.- He said Nekille
emphasized that "w het her or not one
contributes still have no bearing on
Brooks Hamilton
promotions. It that •s the case, why then
did he feel he had to %ay that?- added
_-Hamilton.
With the exception of initial organi/a-
tional meetings. there has been little action
taken on the fund-raising driye so far. No
one seems to know mucn about the drive.
UNIVERSITY • See page 10
PIRG's officers to work
for Maine's disadvantaged
Maine's Public Interest Research Group
(PIRG) will begin 19-4--5 with a new team
of leackiN.
Elected to head the consumer-oriented
board were Willy Willow. chairperson:
Peter Lemen. vice-chairperson: Nanct
ludak. secretary; and Ken Dunton.
irk('hjsallirrip.rerson Willette characteriied his
role as one of intermediary between the
outside community and the inner PIRG
team. The vice-chairperson will act under
his direction. speciali/ing in communica-
tion and resource capacities • ithin the
°rgl'ilnRiLlialiitim. 1974 still concentrate on
ens ironmental concerns, the rights of
Maine's nursing home inhabitants. rural
health care. access to the electric power
industry, and the investigation of
automobile insurance compant rate
cancellation policies.
The local PIRG board recently. supported
and sent to the state PIRG hoard for
approval a proposal recommending the
akhiption of the National Resource
Couneil's at-large membership policy .
With the adoption of this policy. those
people interested will be eligible for an
at-large membership in the board. giving
them all rights now enjoyed by PIRG board
members.
lo encourage student involvement • ith
PIRG's local board, the group decided to
maintain a Ilk of resource personnel
known to be a% ailable to PIRG for
consultation. Persons with concerns in
specific areas could go directly to the
source for information and ads ice by using
the PIRG representatiYes as intermedi-
aries.
The file still he maintained for nett
members coming into the PIRG
organization so that they will not has e to
"start from scratch- each year.
PIRG also is examining ways of
participating in the Educational Exposition
to be held at ['MO in late March. 1 he
group • ishe s to maintain a booth and
acquire a specific time during thc
exposition %%hen a formal presentation
could be gi% en describing PIRG and us
goals.
•
a
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What's on
TUESDAY.MARCH
POETRY—reading by Constance Hun-
ting. Bangor Room. Memorial Union. 3:30
p.m.
ROWING CLUB—Meeting at 5:45 p.m..
102 Lord Hall. Club now has on hand two.
eight-man shells.Crews to be formed.
BRANDO—film festival-"Guys and
Dolls". 100 Nutting, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
BRIDGE—Bumps Room. Memorial
Union. 7 p.m.
GUITAR LESSONS—Bangor Lounge.
Memcrial Union. 7 p.m.
FRENCH—Quebec Folk Troupe does
singing. dancing. and poetry-in French.
Damn Yankee Room. Memorial Union. 8
p.m.
BOOK SALE—by UMO Women's Rifle
Team. Memorial Union. 1-5 p.m.
MEETING—Phys. ed majors meeting at
7:00 in Lengyel Gym. Election of officers
will be held.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6
CARNATIONS—green ones on sale in
the Union for St. Patrick's Day until the
12th.
CALENDAR—open hearing on UMW B
calendar. 110 Little Hall. 3:30 p.m.
READING—poetry by Henry Braun.
Bangor Room. Memorial Union. 3:30 p.m.
FLY TYING—FFA Room. Memorial
Union. 7 p.m.
MRS. MAINE—club-Prof. Lyle Little-
field, horticulturist speaks. New members
and friends invited. Walker Room.
Memorial Union. 7:30 p.m.
MAINE DAY—meeting for those
interested in working on Maine Day in 110
Little Hall, 6-7:30 p.m.
MOVIE—"Marnie". 100 Nutting. 7 and
4:30p.m.
CHESS—Bumps Room. Memorial
Union. 7 p.m.
TOPICS—Dennis Tracey on Jujitsu.
Damn Yankee. Memorial Union. 7:30 p.m.
FILM—"These Days," film of three
poets, followed by a discussion with the
three poets. Enslin. Braun. and Mrs.
Hunting. 7:30 p.m.
BLOOD BANK—give blood at Kennebec
Hall. 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
JOBS—"Graduation = Jobs and
Money," Paul Zingale will speak on the
1974 employment opportunities in business
and industry. 120 Little Hall, 7 p.m.
AMORPHIA—legalize marijuana. 110
Little Hall. 7:45 p.m.
Dorms may get parietal self-determination
If you list. on campusInext year. you may
he over-crowded and face a one year
housing contract.
The Housing Committee, at a meeting
last Friday. approved the Residential Life
proposal of over-crowding in the dorms by
as many as 1.70 people and a one-year
housing contract. Also approved were the
elimination of the freshmen living
requirement and the recommendations
for the lifestyle option.
Included in the lifestyle option is the
conversion of Cumberland. Dunn and
Hancock halls to co-ed dormitories on a
floor-by-tloor plan and the conversion of
Penobscot Hall to an all-male facility.
These dorms are presently single sex
units. The recomendation that Estaorooke
Hall. a graduate dorm, be reverted to an
undergraduate facility was not approved.
The Housing Committee also decided to
approve the Residential Life Proposal
regarding visiting privileges. All dorms
would vote their own visiting hours with
the exception of Hancock. Penobscot and
Kennebec which would retain the present
hours while two sections of these dorms
would have no parietals at all.
GIANT St B SHOP
ANNOUNCES
A PRICE ROLL-BACK
GIANT SUB IS DOING WHAT THE
OIL COMPANIES. THE AUTOMAKERS
AND YOU KNOW WHO WON'T DO.
GIANT SUB IS ROLLING BACK THE
PRICES ON JUST ABOUT EVERY-
THING ON THE MENU. AND GIANT
SUB PLANS TO MAINTAIN THOSE
LOW PRICES.
GIANT SUB SHOP
26 Main St. Orono
Open 8 a.m. to midnight daily
Call 866-4545/866-2400 for delivery
Ross Moriarty, director of Residential
Life emphasized that these proposals v.-ere
not final and that they are now being
studied by his department. "All
recommendations dealing with lifestyle
changes are subject to the president's
approval." said Monarty. "We want to
quickly establish a program whereby we
can plan for next year."
For those proposals that would need
President Nevilk's approval. Moriarty
hopes that by the end of this week they can
be on Neville's desk. The freshmen living
requirement is a trustees' policy and would
need their approval, added Moriarty.
MEDITATION—transcendental. intro-
dueiory lecture. 153 Barrows Hall. 8 p.m
BOOK SALE—UMO Women's Rifle
learn. Memorial Union. 1-5 p.m.
THURSDAY. MARCH 7
WORKSHOP—backpacking tips and
places to visit in Maine. Damn Yankee
Room. Memorial Union. 7 p.m.
MOVIE—"Marnie". 130 Little Hall. 7
and 9:30 p.m.
POETRY—reading by Ted Enslin.
Bangor Room. Memorial Union, 7.30 p.m.
MISCELLANEOUS
SLUDENT— Off-campus. return housing
survey and entry blank for eligibility for a
five dollar Sampson's gift certificate.
Drawing 2:30 Friday in the Memorial
Union.
YOGA—Kundalini Yoga. beginners and
intermediate courses at the Bangor YWCA
start March 21st.
Oit
Phi Mare, I door
Orin Spruce Mtnaging F do • .
Debi& Whom, Men. Fd.i,w
lark Bet t ups F door
Tass ineek. Sports 1-chtor
Jaw itiossirr. Feature Fchtor
Dome Ilowees, Photo Icithir
Peel &M. Advertising Manaect
Mort bekiertn. Business Manage,
.11•41 Beebe. Prudectson Mawaser
imb C. Swore, Cartoonist. etc.
CAMPUS CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING SALES
Temporary until March
15th. To cover Green-
ville / Dover Foxcroft area
for well-known annual
publication. Call Bruns-
wick 729-0604 ask for
Scott Parkin.
For Sale; 1966 MGB,
perfect condition. cus-
tom interior, recent $300
paint job, rebuilt
throughout. 30 . mpg
$1,300 firm Don 945-
6672.
OVERSEAS JOBS— Aus-
trzli.".. t.:ropie, S.. Amt.::
ica. Africa Students all
professions and occupa-
tions $700 to $3000
monthly Expenses paid.
overtime, sightseeing.
Free information
TRANSWORLD
RESEARCH CO. DEPT J3
P.O. Box 603. Corte
Madera, CA. 94925
GOVERNOR'S
•gives you a
00.49,5ZON C.449a/sows...wile ago-
A PLAIN BARIE-NtliED PIZZA
FOR 1/2 PRICE
Medium
12 inch
(13t
Large
15 inch
96t
Since this is purely a campus special, you
must BRING AT LEAST PART OF THIS AD.
Be independent Bu Y fror, an independent
 1
EliROPE - ISRAEL-
Travel discounts year
round Int'l Stu-
dent Travel Center
739 Boylston St. Suite 113
Boston. Tel I6171267-1122
LOST—One pair Raichle
Ski Boots in gym parking
lot, 2-27-74 REWARD
offered. If found call Steve
Ward. 581-7531 or 989-
7443.
STREthill REVIVAL
RIVERSIDE
TAVERN
BRADLEY ROAD BRADLEY, MAINE
MARCH 6. 1974
one of Maine's finest
rockbands--live
J.C. Cocker with
I OLDIES BUT GOODIESTHE PRISM 
NEEDS YOU!
As of March 29,
the positions of Editor and
Business Manager
 will be
vacant. Those wishing to
apply may pick up applica-
tion forms at 101 Lord Hall.
Deadline for applications is
1 PM, March 15, 1974
New award established
to acknowledge research
On April 25th. two UM() faculty
members will become S1500 richer. One
will receiy c the annual Outstanding
Professor Award. The other will become
the first recipient of the new Presidential
Research . chic% ement Aw ard
The new award. to he presented at the
annual honors banquet. establishes "a
faculty award that proy ides the same kind
of recognition as is provided by the
Outstanding Prot' ssor Award... says
Bruce Poulton. vice-president for Research
.ind Public Seri ices. 1 he Presidential
Res( arch Achiet ement Award will be
based solely on the research conducted by
a UM() faculty member.
1- he FIC11 as pros ides recognition in
an area not mu malls recogniied by
students. commented Wesley O'Neill.
„ airman it the Faculty Research Fund
(in wittcc clwrgcd st. ith selecting the
lolunteer assistance
available in filing
income tax return
I Ht,se Ii meet oi lit. p iii IIi! ral
and state income tax returns pir,t the
April 15 deadline can get it at UMO
starting today.
A yoluntke r Ineitme lax Assistance
111 ogram st ill bk. launched. using the
seri ices tif 14 faculty staff and
administration members at [MO and
continuing on Tuesdays and Thursday.%
until April 11. The program is under tht
direction of John M. Blake. %ice president
tor finance and administration.
the scry ice w ill he pros ided for
students. faculty and the general public
ith the 1 uesday sessions scheduled for
thk Day is Room of the Memorial Union
Building trom 2 to 4 p.m and the Thursday
sessions planned for the 1412 Room of the
Memorial Union from - to 4 p.m.
laking part and assisting those kk ith
pi ohknis m making out their returns are
Wayne Astbury. Fred Benson. Murra%
Killington. Tom Cole. Paula Duhay. Frank
Foster. Brian tie try. -Thomas Largay .
George. hit ctt. Martin Predergast. Div ight
Rideinit. Alden Stuart. Phil VVillems anti
Blak, .
finalists. He believes that most recom-
mendations will be submitted hv the
faculty .
1 he nomination process is designed to
eliminate V1 hat Poulton calls, "fritolous
nominations .'• A statement explaining how
the candidate's research conforms to the
selection criteria established by the
committee must he submitted with each
name.
Although the exact criteria has not been
finaliied as vet. Poulton said that the
St atement must demonstrate the sig-
nificance ot the research to the
researeher's department. his umyersity.
and his discipline. "What we're asking."
explained Poulton. who is an ex-Offieio
me milk comnottut '•is that
s„ti idl us why this guy •% work is
•
Beginning this week. the formal format
for making nominations will he included ii)
the weekly calendar circulated throughinn
the unicersitt . Deadlines for making
nominations will be March 20. Sometime
Bram Pelham
after that date. the Faculty Research Fund
Committee will present the names of the
three finalists to President Neville. who
still make the final selection.
Joyce Brothers featured in
DLS program March 12
Dr. Jo cc Brothers. well-knk,wn jut hi,
psychologist. T.V. and radio personality.
allti consultant. will &liter an address at
the University. of Maine at Orono March 12
at Pi p.m. in Memorial Gsm. Brothers'
appearance is being sponsored by. the
Distinguished Lecture Series, supported by
the School of Human DUNclopmcnt and
Omicron Nu honor society .
Brothers has been named in a United
Press International poll as one of the
World's Ten Most Influential Women. Her
many books hat e been translated into 20
languages. She is the author of a magaiine
column. "On Being A Woman." a weeklY
newspaper column (syndicated) kin the
psychological impact behind news eYents,
dud J 11.1111 iii is •11.11/l eoluiniiOn human
relations.
Daily.  Brothers presents a list' telephone
talk program for WNBC Radio, New York,
another daily VVNBC show. "Emphasis."
and is otherwise featured on the NBC
network series "Monitor." She also has a
regular tiles ision program, carried in
Maine in Channels 5 in Bangor and 13 in
Portland. Brothers has been a frequent
guest on NBC•s "Tonight- show, and she
has appeared on a wide sariety of game
and quit programs.
Brothers is a graduate of Cornell
Unisersity and received her Ph D. in
psychology. from Columbia Unit ersity. She
has taught at Hunter College. New York
CitY. and at Columbia.
Brothk is is married and the mother of
one daughter.
The March 12 address is open to the
public.
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Two rowing shells
were recently purchased
by ('MO's new Rowing
(lab from Hartord
College at SPX) apiece.
The Shells are stored
until warmer weather
arrives.
Volunteer draft endangers
US security, says Maccoby
A militari coup in the United s s. It
a possibility-. says Di. Herbert Slack.olis. a
prole'ssor of sociology at UMO. it the U.S.
continues to stall the armed set-stet-, on a
solunte k..r basis.
Speaking to a group ot 15 people in the
Coe Lounge 'Thursday night as part of the
Memorial Unwit's .•Contro‘ crs%•• pro-
gram. Maceohy evplained that he is not an
expert or scholar in the draft hut bases his
opinions on political concern. Once a
yolunteer for the army himself, he
described his experience with the army as
a ''posit 1st one, w here 1 was trt ated like a
human being.-
"With the end it the Selectite SerYice
Sy ste ni in Jul\ . 14-3. the nation returned
to its customary way of staffing its military
forces in peacetime by yolunteers only."
commented Maccohy. "The inherent
dangers for the freedom and existence of a
democratic political order relics lin a large
professional army. which the Yolunteer
aims is not.- Maecoby said his political
coneern "leads nit- to heliese that we
should return to limy ersal conscription tor
%tatting our armed seri ice."
Maccoby sieves the armed forces as an
isolatcd community. where the changing
:dues to soeiety are reflected only to a
%Mali di at. C. Ht • COIllilarCd the arint it
torik • to a college community. whit h
rk gards somew hat isolated also.
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\ it. 11 fill, ii,i'71I11ill11111 1111p.1
p.O.:11t1.11h .1.111;4c1011S. Hien. should he a
his ot .us !Ilan, in and tht
Is lit si a‘i)1(1 this. and it can only
done sy ith conscription," hi: commented.
While an nulls idual is in the armed
sk is ices. Ins "life is 11 h0111 01111 the
arms.- Maccoby out
'The dangei Maccohy sit s in a stagnant
military opt ration cont.-erns a military
takkily et. which he compared to the Sit-
StSi yen 1)ay • in 'May." "1 ant not
suggesting this will happen but f arn
N tiling to take any steps to pre.yent it.-
'• At inn point. around 1450, 1 y1/4 as as
much oppose d to the draft as all of sou
ark Stack oby told the. group. " Around
Pftits-n4 my perspt cot t k•hanuk d for tyy ii
re asons. First. 1 felt it wrong for a
yoluntect arms to fight our battles for us,
anti st.e.ondis .I tell It v.ronv. to entourage'
people to fight for money... 11)&1% . a
priy ate earns about S5.000 pt. r year.
Slak cobs said today •s soluntce is ark
dispriportionately coming trim sow hi. iii.
rui .11 and lost edrikational hae-kuri,unds:
pt.t ek iii it the men enlisting do not has a
high se hoot e eitieation. 1 his Is !lot .i gut
re pt., sentational cros.,
 st huh it ow
eoulitry lik said. "It has hi kii roe en that
,kplstub tilt se gt it, Tail
art It's,. 111pri.111% t. it dc Mt it. ran, s.
he contentie.d.
)3K6ND5 •
CE citEikM
tTftiFttA-
152
STiLLgAr
kasli-NIAE
0RAA.04
82./ 5-153
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Housing committee plays the numbers game
The latest in a series of short-sighted decisions
was aired before the University Housing
Committee Friday afternoon. Someone had the
good sense to eliminate the controversy before it
had a chance to be dealt with by the most arrogant
and simple-minded committees at UMO. The
issue was the banishing of all graduate students
from the residence halls to gain space for 130
undergraduates. It seemed like a simple
decision—without any consideration for graduate
students, it must have been. However, the
recommendation was so absurd, it leaked to the
outside world, something the Housing Committee
and its sub-committees effectively avoid as a rule.
This group, although it can't take all the blame
for what seems to be a growing university attitude
seems concerned only with numbers. Its
calculator must get a great deal of use. In fact, a
calculator might not be sufficient to handle the
manipulating it does.with little or no outside
input. Had the committee been forced to deal with
this recommendation of its sub-committee.
graduate students would've been out looking for a
place to live. Can a foreign student who barely
speaks English effectively study, live socially or
even survive in a Orono's roach-infested hovels?
The recommendation before the Housing
Committee infered that he could, but we question
whether the most knowledgable student can.
Other preciptious decisions by the committee
display its poor attitude—the most recent is the
action to bring 200 more students on campus as
dormitory residents than were here at the start of
classes in Sept. 1973. This action triples all new
freshmen, male and female. Was Residential Life
asked to make a recommendation before this
committee? If so its words went unheeded.
Triples for a freshmen mean little room for
socializing, little room for studying. a smaller
space for living, and no space for being
himself—no identity at all, just a bed to call home.
Did the housing committee ask an R.A. for an
evaluation of this horrendous practice? If asked, it
would have heard about sleepless nights talking a
freshman out of committing suicide because he
couldn't find his place at UMO. or about a window
kicked out because of frustration from constant
interruptions, doors kicked in. people punched
Letters to the editors must be received
by The Campus before noon two days
prior to publication. Please sign your
name, although it will be withheld on
request. 106 Lord Hall. University of
Maine, Orono 04473.
,— Commentary
out, low grade-point averages due to the worst
studying atmosphere. With one stroke. the
Housing Committee doomed the residential
population on campus to a year of the same horror
show with no hope of relieving the pain.
Steps must he taken to make the operation of
this community more responsive. It is obvious that
the Housing Committee can see no further than
placing warm bodies in the space that can be
created for them.
"If it generates income, or provides more living
space (which generates more income) let's do it"
would seem to be the attitude prevalent in the
administration. The master plan to get the alumni
to shell out a little more cash for UMO is toward
students as people and not heads of cattle to be
manipulated is far more important.
Maine
Campus
IMMIMMO•lk
Editorials
Making legislators dollar-honest
Conflict of interest is a heavy charge to lay on a
politician—especially a state legislator. But it's a
charge which has cropped up frequently in
reference to Maine state legislators, and most
recently in the celebrated Ethics Committee
hearings concerning Sen. Joseph Sewall of Old
Town.
The charge, however, was made again last week
by Maine PIRG Director Suzanne Spitz. who in
response to an attack on PIRG by Senate President
Kenneth MacLeod. suggested that the motivation
behind MacLeod's attack concerned the protection
of his special interests and those of his associates.
Spitz, who charged MacLeod's insurance firm
represents Webber Oil Co. of Bangor and that he
is friends with Sen. Richard Morrell of Brunswick,
who is supposedly engaged in the oil business,
suggested MacLeod's interest in PIRG's activities
might be due to its investigation of special
interests groups to which he is tied.
Unfortunately. there may be more truth to
Spitz•s charge than is readily apparent since the
current legislative set-up forces lawmakers to earn
a living at something other than legislative work.
The $3,500 salary which Maine legislators are
paid for what is fast becoming a two-year session
just doesn't make the job pay. It literally forces
the legislators to seek income elsewhere. And
when one is employed by a private business while
trying to carry out the public's business, conflict
of interest has to occur.
There has been talk—since God knows
when —of raising legislator's salaries to "a living
wage.• • Well, no one has yet determined what a
living wage would be of the more
wealthy(or well taken care of) legislators
suggesting the present salary is a living wage.
Some, however—including Sen. Joseph Brennan,
senate minority leader and candidate for the
Democratic gubernatorial nomination — have
suggested a salary between $7.000 and $8,000 per
year would be a start. But they also point out that
Maine taxpayers aren't the easiest folks to
convince that such an increase is both proper and
necessary. In fact, they see taxpayers thumbing
their noses to the whole idea of legislators
granting themselves a pay raise.
But the problem remains unsolved. There is no
way to prevent the continual conflicts of interest
unless legislators find an adequate income
available as part of the job. Taxpayers should
remember that legislators, who are responsible
for spending their tax dollars, cannot do that well
until they are financially able to divest
themselves. Then the taxpayer have a right to
demand that their legislators be as honest and
dedicated as the system demands. Right now,
there's no such animal as a legislator without a
vested interest.
In the days of Watergate, citizens are becoming
increasingly cynical with each new discovery of
hanky-panky in their political system. Rest
assured that the state of Maine has its minor
Watergates. and its contribution to the political
system lends itself to the fostering of that
cynicism. It is only through increased citizen
pressure—and cooperation—that politicians will
effect an abrupt about face in the area of monetary
corruption. It will only come about in Maine when
the taxpayer grants his legislators a living wage
and then demands—even to the point of law —that
they divest themselves of all private financial
holdings.
Jack Bell
Booboo's bluster blasts candy counter-culture
Once again. Res. Benjamin Booboo has sounded the alarm.
signaling the troops of the Maine Christian Civic League to
rush to the aid of American decency and morality. Undaunted
by. the shattering defeat he suffered at the hands of the
Wilde-Stein Club and the UMO Board of Trustees, the
Christian Crusader is opening an all-out campaign against the
existence of candy in the state of Maine. as a result of finding
a chocolate Necco Wafer in his collection plate.
In an exclusive interview with the Fire and Brimstone
Gazette. the righteous reverend blasted what he called a
"wanton, depraved act of sacrilege," and said he planned to
,all on religious leaders of every denomination to present a
united front against "the creeping perversion that is nibbling
assay at the foundations of decent life in America.•'
"We have good reason to believe, through exhaustive
investigation, that the wafer originated from the candy
counter at the Memorial Union at UMO." Booboo wheezed.
Apparently allowing his fervor to get the better of him, he
blurted. "Nabisco be damned."
Meanwhile, a group of students at UMO called the • 'Crazy
Confectionary. Club" issued a statement in response to
Booboo's opening volley, asserting that no sacrilege or
disrespect was intended.
Hershey Squirt. president of the club. commented. "The
Rev crend totally misread our intentions. We meant no
\\.. disrespect. On the contrary, we believe the most sincere gift
our gioup can go,e to an person or an church is cands..
considering our sweet teeth."
Booboo hasn't bought it, however, and said he plans to
initiate a drive to rid the state of all types of candy. He added
that he will press for the defeat of the bond issue if the UMO
Board of Trustees fails to disband the Crazy Confectionary
Club.
• 'We lost a squeaker to those fags at Orono, but by
thunder, sve don't intend to let this group spread their sick
Fact •s to decent Christ ians' . the religious leader declared.
Meanw hile. a slew of editorials appearing in the Maine
Campus supporting the civil right of the Confectionariers. has
aroused the hostile sentiments of alumni, students and
faculty.
"The issue isn't what they do, but wht they have a right to
do." editor Phil Space said in an editorial set in Old English
lettering. Chris Ruse, the paper's mananging editor, followed
suit with a similar editorial, viewing the issue from inside
Space's pocket.
The General Student Senate was engaged in heated debate
at its w&ekly meeting, but were expected to make a policy
decision regarding the Crazy Confectionary Club once the
meeting was called to order.
Deluged with mail from all sides, including a poster of Mr.
Tooth Decay sent by Rev. Booboo, President Never ordered
"out of order" signs to be hung on all vending machines and
on the knob of his office door.
Letters to the editor
Identity crisis in Campus staff revealed
To the editor:
Re: the Feb. 26 editorial. I
find that lithe shoe fits, wear it.
BIAS AND MIS-
INFORMATION
Who are Phil Mace and Chris
Spruce and what can they
possibly have to say to me!...
Occasionally, faced with an
item so outrageous as to impair
reason. UMO students reel to
their wastebaskets, hoping to
regain their shattered sanity at
one mighty heave, even at the
risk of overloading the-m with
"harmful, possibly fatal" new
papers.
One such item which had
Campuses hanging over the
trash barrels this week is the
choice of newspaper leaders.
Stunned, we learned the
editors. both In-Chief and
Managing. had taken over the
paper. Our glorious news
sources rest in the hands of
News Editor Debbie Winsor.
Cartoonist. etc. Ruth Spruce
and... who are Phil Mace and
Chris Spruce and what can they
possibly say to me?...
Most of us have been here
four years in search of a good
newspaper. and at least one
person—admittedly a slow
learner—has endured six or
seven years—his mind, he says.
is too numbed by this latest
issue to determine an accurate
count. But even the dazed were
dazzled by the light of the most
obvious question: "Who picked
these people!"
All but the oldest, most
cynical readers were stunned
and amazed to learn the people
self
-picked to pick the editors
picked... you guess... them-
selves. Final and irrevocable is
the word on a change.
Perhaps the editors will at
least accept a suggestion for a
topic—the drift to yellow
journalism in college news-
papers. Such an editorial from
such stirring writers is sure to
draw admiring throngs of threes
and fours. Winsor could explain
the intricacies of an editor
dictating a cheap-shot series of
editorials, and strong-arming
subscribers and advertisers for
necessary financial support.
Letters to the editors are
welcome. To be published,
letters must be received at
The Campus office by
Monday noon and Thursday
noon for the Midweek and
Weekend editions respec-
tively.
Ruth Spruce could explain the
wrongs of publishing bird--
brained cartoons. but... who are
Phil Mace and Chris Spruce and
what can they possibly have to
say?...
We've been told that in return
for sacrificing a voice in
selecting the editors, we will be
allotted a "new format." With
identical feelings of disgust and
boredom. we may parade across
the campus to receive our
newspapers—perhaps not so
personal as real pieces of
journalism, as the papers will be
empty. Real news is available
only from other sources.
Of course, there is still that
nagging question.., who are
Phil Mace and Chris Spruce and
what will they write?... Well, a
little research reveals that Phil
Mace is the Editor of the
Campus and Chris Spruce is the
Managing Puppet although all
good standards of journalism
have been officially removed
from 106 Lord Hall. As Editor
Mace's position involves little
more than pecking out mindless
editorials. and Spruce's position
involves little more than sitting
around the office at his flowered
desk. That fact is known. Also
known and often published are
the personal biases of Winsor
and Ruth Spruce. and there is
little to indicate either will
inspire readers to get the truth
in the issues ahead.
What can they have to say!...
research sheds no light on this.
Whatever it is. we hope it
measures up to what we
deserve. They have three
months to make the Campus
worthwhile again. Write well,
Phil and Chris.
P.S. Chris. I thought nep-
otism was illegal.
Jeffrey Hollingsworth
Imitation, they say. Jeff. is
the sincerest form of flattery.
Thanks tiff the compli-
ment—Ed.
Mace's "MiNeireuni:tance99
called mistaken, misleading
To the editor:
Who is Phil Mace and what
possible sense could he make in
The Maine Campus?...
First. I would like to correct a
few mistakes and misleading
remarks made in the editorial
"Pomp and Mk-circumstance-
which appeared in the Feb. 26
issue of The Campus.
In the editorial the writer
made it seem unusual that the
chairman of the graduation class
would be speaking at graduation
ceremonies but with a little
research he would have found
out that it is tradition. It is also
tradition for the president of
C!!! •.•-,s xvissit,
••;li•,..1••iirsat•
• • •
•
Contradicted
To the editor:
Isn't it curious how much of
the noise made by the
opponents of the Wilde-Stein
Club is done by "christians."
As I recall, there's a verse
somewhere which reads like.
•'Judge not and you will not be
judged." Somewhere there's a
contradiction.
William Cr. ' it
student government to speak at
graduation ceremonies. It is not
even unusual to have President
Neville speaking at graduation:
this has been done in past years
also. I think President Neville
has a perfect right to speak at
this graduation. It is his first
graduation as president of the
university and I think it is
common courtesy to invite him
to speak.
The editor also brought out in
his article that the graduating
class will be wearing —identi-
cal" caps and gowns for
graduation. The reason you are
wearing "identical— caps and
gowns is the result of a
questionnaire sent to all seniors.
me result being over 2-1 in
favor of "identical" caps and
gowns.
The editor also implied that it
was unusual to get diploma
boxes with the real diplomas to
come later. Well, in answer.
they have been doing that since
my mother graduated from
college.
Again I pose the question:
who is Phil Mace and what
possible sense could he make in
The Maine Campus.'...
Barbara Ridge
To the editor:
I would like to thank you, on
behalf of the Board of Directors.
staff, and membership of
Bangor COMBAT for the time
vou have donated to our
organization and the adver-
tisements which are appearing
regularly in the Campus. As you
know, we are an all-volunteer
program with no funding so
both the free space and the help
in attracting volunteers from the
university community are very
much appreciated.
Since the ads have started to
appear we have received several
calls from potential volunteers
and three have started working
at the COMBAT office here in
Bangor. all from the university.
We have long wanted to
ads isi.• • rsits comnionov
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Alumnus rebuffs the rebuff
To iii ditor:
Great balls of fire. Word of
your streaking episodes has
reached me in Kittery. As an
alumnus, I must register my
dismay. Nay, call it despair.
It's not the buff that bothers
me. It's the rebuff.
The heavy cloak of sobriety
that has draped the Administra-
tion's response to bottoms
bared to the breezes has
unnecessarily stifled youthful
exuberance. Would that the
Powers instead could have
cloaked their admonitions in wit
and grace.
Would, too, that they could
have counted their blessings;
x-rated though streaking might
be. it is consumately preferable
to some of the activities that
have transpired on other
campuses in other years.
But then, that's the nature of
streaking. Even when you're
ahead, you're behind.
Nevertheless, whatever other
distinctions streaking brings to
UM°. it can now be said to have
established the point that Maine
men and women will no longer
have to Fill the Steins to say.
"Bottoms up."
Ronald K. Devine
Class of '55
Double
standard
io the editor.
I would like to bring up one
point about streaking. Why does
this university allow freedom to
the Gays but throws a streaker
in the brig. Both are under
penalty of the law, so it seems a
little ambiguous to shelter one
group and not the other. I'm not
saying either is right but let's
look at the situation a little
closer and make both offenses
either right or wrong to do.
There must be others that feel
as I do.
Anonymous
COMBAT says 'thanks'
of what we do as the kind of
direct assistance, research, and
public issue involvement we
pursue are the kinds of things
for which dynamic, social
issue-conscious members of the
university community arc par-
ticularly suited. It's exciting to
be on the front lines of the
Consumer Movement. Thank
YOU for helping us get more
people there because the more
people we get to volunteer for
"COMBAT duty." the more
people we can serve and the
more issues we can confront.
Again. thank %ou sincerely.
from all of us here at COMBAT.
WCII keep working for you.
John Sopranos ich
Es,.cutise Ihreci0r
IDB returns Gordon's fire
To the editor:
I have been treasurer of IDB
for the past three years and the
time has come for me to respond
to Bill Gordon's ingenious
insights into the minds of the
average racoon coat, goldfish
swallowing. streaking college
student.
Speaking as a typical college
student with an average IP and
a robust interest for simple
enjoyment. I really enjoyed IDB
movies as Bless the Beasts and
the. Children. Airport. Count
Dracula, Phantom or the Opera
and several others. lArti is it
that such a perfectionist in
viewing enjoyment would lower
himself by showing a "junk
jamboree" special in On_ the'
Waterfront. only Bill Gordon
knows.
IDB has quite a variety of
films. We hope through a
variety of films that we will be
able to extend something
enjoyable to everyone at some
time or another. We had no idea
that 4.200 students wanted to
see 22 Marlon Brando flicks. I
did enjoy a few of them.
A final note. Bill Gordon was
one of the many upset students
to express his discontent 0%er
the inadequacy of our four-year-
old projectors. Why is it that he
rum %cems to think that "the
present two are in fine
condition:* They obviousl%
need to be re-placed.
We intend to keep our Junk
jamboree rolling With what
many feel is an enjo‘able
escape. We have had several
problems w ith room space in
scheduling our films. We hope
this will not continue. So we
hope the average student
doesn't mind the "se% et.%
while "big had Billy — thinks of
something else to write.
Steve Wood
Transcendental Meditation
AS TAUGHT BY MAHARISH MAHESH YOGI
Spontaneously develops full mental potential
Provides deep rest for increased energy
FREE INTRODUCTORY LECTURE
Wednesday, March 6, 8:00Pm
153 Barrows Hall
Sponsored by:
Students International
Meditation
Society-Non-Profit
Educational Organization
••••••••
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Author Natty's 'The Exorcist' could have made a good ti
THE
EXORCIST
A NI Fi 1EDK N
Relieued by Bill Gordon
•
After reading the incredibly trashy novel. I had
hoped that the talents involved in the film version
of The Exorcist would take its promising plot and
turn it into good screen entertainment.
The director is William Friedkin. whose credits
include The French Connection. The Night They
Raided Minskys. The Birthday Party. and The Boys
in the Band.
The above-average cast includes Max von
Sydow. (as Father Merrin). a fine film actor so
familiar to all those Ingmar Bergman
masterworks: Ellen Burstyn (as Chris McNeil.
famous actress), who appeared in The Last Picture
Show as the adulterous mother of Cybil Shepard:
Lee J. Cobb (Detective Kinderman). one of the best
in American film and theatre: Kitty Winn (Sharon).
praised for her work in The Panic in Needle Park:
and the late Jack MacGowran (Burke Dennings).
who is miscast.
So how did this production go wrong? The man
obviously responsible is William Peter Blatty. who
wrote the crummy book, made himself producer,
"Rememb
11 
er
Him Alu-als"
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PHOTO FROM
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and (the biggest mistake of all) wrote the
screenplay. Blatty must be one of the worst hacks
in Hollywood today. His previous screenplays
include Darling Lili, Promise Her Anything, John
Goldfarb, Please Come Home. The Great Bank
Robbery. What Did You Do in the War. Daddy?.
etc.. which makes one wonder why a cut-rate
comedy writer should now go into horror (as
opposed to being simply horrid). Blatty's
participation was unavoidable since it was all
arranged even before the book's publication. but I
wish Friedkin had ignored him and taken the
liberty to change the screenplay during shooting,
which is a common practice when a director realizes
that a certain scene as written is just unfilmable.
Blatty 's poor influence is apparent in that the
movie's continuity is disjointed and the dialogue is
as laughable as his earlier efforts were supposed to
be but rarely were. Scenes follow each other so
poorly that the film lacks narrative, and the film's
structure is so lopsided that suspense as well as
conviction is absent. It becomes nothing more than
a visualization of a poorly-written book, without the
transitional phrases.
The movie was made at the unbelievable amount
of $10 million — hard to believe because the film
looks very cheap and amateurish, especially with
the grimy photography of Owen Roizman. (The
gifted English photographer Billy Williams shot the
opening Iraq sequence—still without purpose as in
the book —and the difference in picture quality is
jarring. I
The picture must therefore rely on special
effects, and some of them are indeed slam-bang
and guaranteed to gross you out. When Regan
Ellen Burstyn as the mother of a possessed little girl.
(Linda Blair), the daughter who is possessed by a
demon, is transformed into a scar-faced
blaspheming Satanist, we have some spectacular
things like her bed shaking, her vomiting green
slime into priests' faces, her ventriloquist's head
turning completely around or her masturbating
with a crucifix and shoving her mommy's face into
her blmidy privates.
The climatic exorcism sequence is the best in the
film, because nobody talks much and we get the
kind of terrorific thrills (en a Hammer Film level)
that are really what this film is without the religious
pretentions — a good time getting scared. With
Mercedes McCambridge dubbing her masculine
voice on the soundtrack. little Regan shouts such
nice platitudes at her saviors as "Your mother
sucks cocks in Hell. Karras- GI- "Fuck Me! Fuck
Me! Fuck Me!** to every man who walks into that
room.
If one didn't know how this was all done. I can
see people being so sickened that they walk out.
The
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For Engineers, Students,
Surveyors, and YOU. $195.00
the sharp PC-180 is a handy type function electronic
calculator particularly designed for scientific and technical
calculations Computes 12 types of functions with amazing
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The Exorcist was supposed to be rated 'X but its
enormous budget forced Warner Bros. to
high-pressure the MPAA to change it to an 'R'
and let little children see this violence. We can
thank the local theatre showing this bloodbath for
changing it to its rightful 'X'.
The Exorcist has been given a publicity
campaign stressing its religious aspects (takes a bit
of time to find them) and that people were walking
out, then passing out and/or vomitting.
I can see this happening to the more gullible.
Even though I saw through every special effect, I.
too, was sickened but for another reason. I always
feel ill after seeing such an ineptly-made,
botched-up film as The Exorcist.
This cheap horror show is so badly made that it
makes your average Vincent Price horror flick look
like an unequaled film masterpiece. I only wish
that Don't Look Now, with Donald Sutherland and
Julie Christie. would play in this area and show
people how good a supernatural-oriented film can
be.
and Father 1Carras [Jason Miller] during the grisly • •. • q uenee.
Things start moving when mother discovers daughter has a shaking hed.
Director William Friedkin and producer-author Math. (Talent vs Hack]
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The 1.1„ ; /1 Campus is looking for
two good people to fill the positions of
Editor and Business Manager.
For information and applications come to 101 lord Hall.
Application mu4 be submitted no later than March 11. 1974.
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Lobbyists seek student voice in national legislation
This story IS the first of three
articles esamining the National Student
Lobby INSL I. Students. who too often find
participation in educational policy is
limited to .footing the hills, have formed a
national organization to present their views
to Congress in an attempt to shape
legislation to meet the needs of students as
well as other factions involved in
education. The Campu.s also plans to
publish a series on student unions as
another devise to make the student voice
heard where it counts—by the people who
shape the financial and educational policies
we have to live with.
If the money crunch is an issue over
which students seem to have little control,
you may be somewhat relieved that the
UMO Student Government is becoming
active in a national organization to lobby
for your behalf.
Student representatives attended a
four-day. Washington conference of the
NSL during mid-winter vacation, and they
returned optimistic about its ability to exert
a voice in legislation of concern to
students.
The NSL was formed in April 1971 by a
group of students encouraged by the
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by Shires Wino
success of two California student lobbies.
The coordinating committee felt a
permanent national lobby in Washington
would complement the activities of state
and campus student organizations by
lobbying on national student issues.
During the summer of 1972, NSL
expanded its scope to cover such areas as
amnesty, sex discrimination, campus
child-care. an end to the war, news
persons' privilege and the environment.
Unfortunately, it became clear that the
limited resources of the lobby could be
better spent by concentrating on a very
limited area—the priority became educa-
tional financing. It was also concerned with
preserving youth air-fare discounts and
blocking student-discriminatroy provisions
of new minimum-wage legislation. This
year one of NSL's most crucial fights will
focus on the passage of legislation to
restore the youth air-fare.
The NSL also will work to obtain funds
for the State Student Incentive Grant
program. This program is important in
helping to close the tuition gap between
public and private institutions.
On October I. 1973. NSL responded
sehementls to a report from the Committee
for Economic Development which recom-
mended that public college tuition be
doubled within five years in order to
finance increasing costs of public colleges,
and to close the tuition gap
The NSL took a stand against increased
tuition then, and will continue to press for
increased funding for such programs as
State Student Incentive Grants, as a basic
solution to closing the tuition gap between
public and private colleges.
Although NSL is only three-years-old, it
is a fast growing organization. In the Su-
per-U. System. only UMPI is not a
member: UMO has been a member for two
years but remained inactive until this
semester.
"It really took the conference. I think, to
make all of us-aware of what they (NSL)
were doing and exacti) the scope of what
they were thinking about." said Student
Government President Tim Keating.
Keating Was one of the five people from
UMO who attended the Washington
Conference. The other four were Ted
O'Meara, a senior: Jeanne Hades. a junior:
Mars, Morse, a senior: and Peter Simon. a
first semester senior who attended as the
chairperson of University' of Maine
Organization of Student Gos ernments
tlIMOS6).
"The important thing from ms
perspective was we found that the NM has
been effective on a national level.''
Keating said. Keating explained that NLS
lobbied oti the impoundment of the
work-study funds last year which were
finally released, and it also worked,
on retaining student air
-fares.
**We found out that lots and lots of state
groups are doing what A e would like to do.
which is lobbying in their state capitals for
educational purposes. It's nice to know that
it's working in other places because we
really have to start doing it here." Keating
said.
Bailey feels that a completely.
independent student lobby isn't that far
away. "I think the momentum is really
going towards that now. and I think there is
alot of student interest this year. In fact, it
has improved just oy cr these past couple of
weeks." She feels that the conference in
Washington has started alot of things in
motion.
The ne.s t article will deal with the most
recent Wu Oongton conference—what the
issues stele and NSL 's stands.
THE THUMB IS THREATENED.
1
Student-Railpass.
Just about the cheapest way to see
Europe outside of hitching.
Unlimited second class rail travel
in 13 countries. Two months only $165.
You but, your Stodent-Railpass here
'you can't buy it in Europe. And the $165.
price is tax free and a beautiful way to beat
Currency fluctuations. What's more, train
schedules are as
frequent as ever,
while getting about by
car or motor coach
isn't always as easy as before.
Who's eligible?
Any full-time student under 26
years of age registered in a North
American school, college or university.
You spend two whole months seeing
practically the whole of Europe. And you travel
in comfort. On trains so clean and so fast (up to
100 mph) you wouldn't believe it. Of course, you
ca-n-a-l-so-take-our cozy little trains that meander
through our remote countryside—that's part of
the privilege, too.
It can mean the Summer trip of your life, so don't
wait. See your friendly Travel Agent or clip the coupon
and we'll send you all the facts.
See if you don't agree. The day of the thumb
may be over. Fares cubfect to change.
r- 192Ewalipass I 4.3'0 in Austria. Belgium, Denmark. Al -A
France, Germany. Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway,
Portugal. scs.s.o. Sweden. sw.tzerisne
Eursolpass, Box 90, Bohemia, New York 11716
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University community asked for 3-year donations
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but reaction to Neville's fund-raising
approach still has been strong. On the
faculty and administrative side of the scale.
opinions differ greatly.
"There is absolutely no pressure," said
political science professor Eugene
Maw hinney. "An individual must make his
own decisions about what he can afford to
give.
Alan Miller. chairman of the journalism
department, agreed that he felt no
pressure. "I don't feel my arm's been
twisted. I don't let anyone twist my arm.
and I don't give a goddamn who it
is—including the president:. Miller said
that he is "behind the center all the way as
far as moral support goes." but said he just
doesn't have the money to give.
President Neville's assistant, Peter
Fitsgerald. also commented on the
campaign approach. "Nobody is being told
to give a certain amount." he said, "but
there are set monetary goals for the
different groups. He added that -there is
no legal force binding you to pledge or
making you honor that pledge." He feels
that if there is pressure, there will be too
much discontent.' For every S100 pledged.
there will be S500 worth of bad morale."
Some university members feel that they
have other more important financial
priorities, and have no intention of
contributing. Eric Duplisea, assistant
professor of education, feels this way and
opposes the methods of fund-raising being
employed. "I can't imagine a person with
any level of education doing any more than
offering us an opportunity to contribute."
he said. "Should anything else be the case.
I'd be upset and regard it as unethical and
illegal."
Some people are reluctant to contribute
because of the was in which they . as
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sharp pictures on high quality. silk-
finish paper If we don t. we II refund your
money Not a rip off but a sincere, honest
promise
Our student representative on your
campus has distributed mailers through-
out the campus Look for the display
box in stores, laundromats, and restau-
rants Or contact
Aige
DON WATSON. 90 5th St.. Bangor Me.
members of a particular working group.
have been treated. "you cannot expect a
faculty which has been neglected
financially by the state to be willing to give
much." said Allen. He added that he
cannot predict how faculty members will
react, but believes "the way they are
treated as professionals" may have some
influence on their gifts. Miller voiced a
similar sentiment, stating "the fund drive
involves poor timing" in view of present
economic trends. "We (the faculty)
haven't even been given a raise in salary
equivalent to the rise in the cost of living."
The 1.345 classified employes on the
Orono and Bangor campuses are being
asked to contribute as much as they can to
the drive. Co-chairpersons for the
classified employes division of the funds
driv e. Frank St. Louis and Ann Delaware.
ha v e organised the employes into groups
and have elected team captains to do the
actual contribution soliciting.
Delaware. who is handling all classified
employes except the physical plant people.
MEN'S
R S20 (30
said she has received an encouraging
reactimacom the captains. She said it is
too early to predict the response but is
hoping for about 75 per cent.
The opposite is true with the physical
plant people. however. St. Louis said he
"personally planned on giving, but the
general response of the plant is reluctance
to contribute." St. Louis explained that it
has a lot to do with the attitude towards the
employes.
"Not once, in all his speeched has
President Neville mentioned the classified
employes or possible pay raises for us.
That's one reason why I'm not meeting
withmuch success," commented St. Louis.
The classified employes are expected to
give as much as they feel they can
financially afford, and a tenatiyl
contribution figure has been set at I per
cent of their yearly earnings.
Thus, according to unofficial figures. the
average university secretary should be able
to give S5 a month for Slt40 oYer the
three-year period). One secretary in the
College of Arts & Sciences, on hearing
these figures, retorted. that "five dollars a
month may not be much, but it sure makes
a difference when you're trying to pay
electric bills and make car payments and
put two kids through college.- Another
secretary replied that "they (the
fund-raisers) won't get a cent from me.-
The kick-off date for the soliciting of
Student donations is scheduled for after
the spring recess, but organirational plans
are underway. Frit/ Bigney. resident
chairman of Hilltop complex. explained
that the tsampaign will be run in a manner
similiar to that of the classified employes.
He said that student response could be
fa s °ruble, but that there is a lot of apathy.
"I1A as rather reluctant to make a pledge
myself, at first.- he admitted. "hut then
someone explained the campaign to me. I
think that if we find people who can get the
ideas across well, response will be good:*
The student goal has been set at S150.000.
h.
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his efforts were in rain. The
Bears' costly fouls gaue U.VH a
I T,,.int win.
AT
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c rinSewe vie .#1. *or
ht IMO Biati. B ais %sere hauticd
heartbreaking defeat in their last game of
the 1973 season as they lost to N.....
Hampshire t$-64.
With the loss Mame.% Yankee
Conference record slipped to a dis-
appointing 2-1(1 mark, %slide UMO's final
season's record dropped to 14-10. On the
tithe' hand. I NH's record in the Yankee
Conferenet is no h-3 and the Wildcats are
oserall.
I he Bears took command III the earls
g g behind the hot outside shooting of
captain Tons Hamlin and Torn Burns. Also.
Bob Warner had his v. as under the boards
m the earls going. And Maine held a 36-34
lead at halftime.
But L NIl cattle bat k strong in the second
halt. In an eight minute surge the Wildcats
outscored Maine 16-4 to jump into the lead
I his surge ts as sparked bt the hot
outside shooting of guards Was nc
Mornson and Erie Feragne.
lig ars. led l's a late spurt bs Ste\ e
tuition. tried to get something started in
Oh late going :Ps 111C% k•Ill the UNIL Icad to
ont point before fouls began to hurt them.
Although Mame held the edge in field
goals .10-2S: I, Nil tnt s..,ired Maine 12-4 on
t chants stripe and this accounted for the
%k timing margin
Feragne's I. points paced I.N.11.
Bob Warner ss as the top scout 1 tor \LIM:
ssiih I h.
Ions Hamlin and Das). Has k-
Anderson made the final appeal ancys of
their careers in %amnia% •5 game.
Anderson contributed eight points to the
IMO cause. sshile Hamlin hit double
1th 12.
Gifts for
All Occasions
WATCH AND JEWELRY
REPAIRING
COMPLETE LINE OF
FRATERNITY AND
SORORITY CHARMS
DeG rasse
s. Jewelers
Main Street, Orono
- • GAMBINO'S
• is open 'til
3 AM for
breakfast
THURS—FRI.---SAT
•
a.
a.
••••• • • •,,C
DAILY PICK-UP
SERVICE
Wilson
Cleaners
Ze.400:0000001)011:1CKICt
18 Mill Street
Orono. Maine
Telephone 866-3647
Dia r
MINIT
WASH
461 Maine St.
BANGOR
(hi the boaids Maint h.. 0 a 3'-28 edge
%s ith Bob Warner the games top rebounder
‘sith
In the Preliminary game the Maine
freshman defeated the UNH Frosh to
improse their season's retord to 12-4.
Bob Zak paced the Bearcubs tsIt h
points. s.. Ink Stuse Fitipatri. k had 14 and
Tom Mahone'. 12.
Mi Fcragne KW. Cohen 5131.
Morrison h. Slinks.. it/ 2t-1. Sargent 301.
DiLiegro 3. Singlelais 1.
UM() (114): Warner 414), Condon
Hamlin h. Burns 5. Anderson 4. conk
Gas tit 1.
II Hoer :el club's
losing record
blamed on ice
2
It) their season finale last Saturdas. the
hockes club succumbtAi 10 a po‘k t iii
c„th, .1. 5. team te,, en icro on'
Nialnk 's ic kotil to a dismal its,' tt
so, losses. and no ties
In the game. UMO held I. olbs to three
)40als thieiugh Its» periods but Colbs,
sploded for four more in the last period.
um° goalie Scot, AA„,. pta‘ed 
-great-
according to Coachlom Rosa as he alio% eel
onls set in of 11 shots on net to escape him.
an cu.-client 11 to I ratio.
Reflecting on their season. coach and
president Toni Rosa said he vs as most
disappointed •1%.:r the fact that. -We had
so much skill but the ice conditions %s ere so
louse that ssL couldn't keep est:I-shod%
t.)gethyr.•'
Rosa. the onls graduating senior the
hockes club. is optimistie about I 510's
future in float s. Toni hopes that the
prospect IS t, indoor hockcs rink is
opt-rational tis September of 19-5 hi-cause
he thinks it still heip WO per cent.
"the hockey team st ill be able to
practice es ersdas and a lot more people
%s ill by coming out because of the indoor
Since Rosa is graduating. a nes).
organtier had to he chosen and the hockes
lub agreed upon freshman Scott Adair and
tumor .lorg Fres cr as co presidents for nest
sear.
all11112 St. ort. rs this scar st ere Was)))
(1:11I.1111. Bill Sass s cr. and Rosa st ith fou l
goals Cat h
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FOR LITERARY EXPRESSION
and your expressiveness
in
Poetry Prose
" I
Drama, or Art...
Deadline Aprii 1st
S.A.S.E. 106 B Lord Hall
a- If -41- A. Eft Ili/ A
:: 
HYOU :lice. • 
ONLY $1.00
With this COUPON if used within
7 DAYS
SAVE 50 cents
Expires March 12, 1970
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Sports
The Depot Tomes
Chester St.. Old Town
Thurs. "Greaser Night"
Saturday Afternoon
"Jam Session.
Fri & Sat 9pm— lam
Music by Travis
featurinr: Pat Harris
Milton
Oak Hall
won the
Hadley of
[dark shirtj
intramural
one-on-one champion-
ship held at halftime of
the freshmen basket-
ball game last Saturday
(Ls he defeated Colin
Young of Sigma Nu
20-16.
Ward Photo
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Lady cagers outclass foes
win invitational tournament
The Lady Black Bears basketball team
won its own invitational round robin
tournament Friday and Saturday defeating
each of the other four teams.
In their first game of the tournament
Friday night. the UMO Lady Cagers
blasted Colby. 47-17. Sophomore Karen
Reilly was top scorer with 10 points.
followed by Junior Deb Westman with
eight points.
Saturday at 9 a.m. the UMO women
opened against UMPI. a team that had
defeated them by 14 points earlier in the
season. But UMO revenged this loss.
beating UMPI 51-3/4. Reilly again led the
scoring with 17 points. Another
sophomore. Cheryl Higgins. scored 15
points, while two freshmen. I inch,
Merservy and Pat Hamilton. added eight
points apiece.
At 11 a.m. the Lady Bears squared oft
against UMFK. defeating them S6-21. This
was a key game for UMO since the
rest-ryes played most of it. giving the
starters a rest for the final game.
Sophomore Deb Smith was the leading
point-getter with 13. Hamilton and
Freshman Mona Sylvester chipped in 10
apiece. and Sophomore Dara Dalfonso
scored nine.
The UMO Lady eagers then went against
UMF in their last game at 1:30 Saturday
afternoon. The UMF team, a week earlier.
had ended the 12-game winning streak of
the Husson College women's basketball
team. But the UMO women were equal to
the task as they won 32-24. Reilly and
Meservy were the top scorers with 10
points each.
Reilly. although sitting out the UMFK
game. led the UMO Lady Bears in scoring
with 37 points for the tournament. The
single game high point total was scored by
Vicky Blaum of Colby College. Blaum
sewed 24 of her team's points as they
defeated UMFK 27-26.
UMP1 finished second, winning three
games and losing only to UMO.
The UMO Lady Cagers' record nom
stands at eight wins and three losses.
Tonight at 7:00 they put their six gamy
winning streak on the line against UMF.
Tht game will be played in Lengyel Hall
and will be the UMO team's final tune-up
tor the State basketball tournament w hich
w ill he held March 1516 at UMPCi.
Swim team bids
for Conference title
at weekend meet
The UMO men's swim team trayels ti
Providence. Rhode Island this Thursday for
the three-day New England Championship
meet at Brown University. Among the 251'
30 colleges participating. UMO coach Alan
Switzer says that Bowdoin. Brown.
Southern Connecticut, Springfield. and
Connecticut will present the toughest
competition.
UMO's particular strengths will lie in the
one and three meter diving. Freestyle
events, and the Butterfly.
Switzer said that he hopes the UMO
squad will finish in the top six. If the Bears
finish higher than the University of
Connecticut they will win the Yankee
Conference championship.
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MONDAY—TUESDAY—WEDNESDAY
Chopped Sirloin
$1.50
Spaghetti and Veal
$1.35
Clam Basket
$1.60
slop in an see our new ownstairs lounge
•
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HAVE S.E.X. FOR
$400, WITH lint
You Can Have a Student Educational
Xperience for $400 a Year as Treasurer
of the lnterdorm Board.
131313113131:113OR
PREFERRED QUALIFICATIONS:
(1) FRESHMEN OR SOPHOMORE
(2) BUSINESS MAJOR
(3 GOOD PERSONALITY
(4) NEED OF $400 PER YEAR.
1131613130113131011
DEADLINE:FR1DAY MARCH 8 AT 5:00
AT 12 LORD HALL. APPLICATIONS
CAN BE PICKED UP BEFOREHAND
IN 12 LORD HALL.
irW-410-40-40-4,40-40.0
ma cant No Car?
Flowers
and Gifts
866 -2100
lb Main St.. Orono
But you're going crazy for a
beer & pizza?
call /366-3118 for delivery t,,
your dorry.
• Or'
ECOpi) WARE
42 Co umbia Street, Bair
THE SNACK SHACK
Chet s 7,1sed 9urrijure
Main Road, Milford
Tel. 827-5393
ANTIQUES AND
USED FURNITURE
BOUGHT AND SOLD
Chester H. Wickctt prop.
•GET THE PICTURE
Streak over to The Campus to order your copy
of The Campus' nude hoofer who appeared on
our cover as he barely made his way down the
mall.
The Campus is still accepting orders for a
handsome 17 x 22 inch poster of the
university's first photographed streaker.
UMO streakers received national coverage
even though they don't cover themselves.
Don't you think this one deserves to cover a
spot on your wall?
$1.00 each Delivery in about a week.
